Mitochondria-dependent apoptosis in yeast.
Mitochondrial involvement in yeast apoptosis is probably the most unifying feature in the field. Reports proposing a role for mitochondria in yeast apoptosis present evidence ranging from the simple observation of ROS accumulation in the cell to the identification of mitochondrial proteins mediating cell death. Although yeast is unarguably a simple model it reveals an elaborate regulation of the death process involving distinct proteins and most likely different pathways, depending on the insult, growth conditions and cell metabolism. This complexity may be due to the interplay between the death pathways and the major signalling routes in the cell, contributing to a whole integrated response. The elucidation of these pathways in yeast has been a valuable help in understanding the intricate mechanisms of cell death in higher eukaryotes, and of severe human diseases associated with mitochondria-dependent apoptosis. In addition, the absence of obvious orthologues of mammalian apoptotic regulators, namely of the Bcl-2 family, favours the use of yeast to assess the function of such proteins. In conclusion, yeast with its distinctive ability to survive without respiration-competent mitochondria is a powerful model to study the involvement of mitochondria and mitochondria interacting proteins in cell death.